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Mobile-Assisted Language Learning (MALL) in combination with Memrise 

 

MALL includes a set of both mobile learning and computer-assisted language learning. 

It emphasizes continuity or spontaneity of access and interaction through the numerous 

available mobile applications for the learners of a second language. These apps include 

social networking, podcasting, or a speech recognition embedded software, which can    

influence the needs, goals of learners. As a result the learning opportunities and             

activities are extended so that learning styles are reshaped.  

Five unique educational properties of MALL are its portability, social interactivity,        

context sensitivity and connectivity. (Kim,Heyoung & Kwon,Yeonhee 2012) 

 

MALL has several learning advantages, which contain more flexibility, accessibility      

and personalization of the learning activities. Moreover, there are no limitation nor        

privileges with regard to age, place, time or duration of the learning experience.            

Through the participation in collaborative and individualized learning activities the        

sense of individuality, community and iniquitousness is encouraged. (Steel, C. 2012) 

 

The provided tools consist of dictionaries, spellcheckers, hyperlink, pronunciation, or   

other reference databases, so that receptive over productive, and more form-focused      

short language information is emphasized. (Kim,Heyoung & Kwon,Yeonhee 2012) 

 

Memrise offers several features for learning a language as well as other topics. The        

result of the courses are not only mentioned on the dashboard, but it is also possible to  

compete with friends or others in the same course.  

In order to test the already learned items, the app announces reviews and uses several     

games to generate a statistic of the results. These games could ask for the explanation of

 a term, use the explanation or an example to ask for the item or combine them in a time

 pressured game, where the answer has to be given in 30 seconds. 

 

The usage of games in the language learning can be helpful, because they can increase t

he interest of the students and the amount of practice. In the following not only the       r

ational part of the brain is stimulated, but also the emotional. At first the rules of the    g

ame need to be understood, then the task need to be accomplished and in the end there is

 feedback for the students. (Fotouhi-Ghazvini, Earnshaw R. F. Robinson D. & Excell P. 

2009) 
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